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Abstract--There is a Poincar6's method to present adiscrete isometry group G by means of a fundamental 
polyhedron F equipped with a face identification [1]. The identifying isometries generate the group G. The 
cycle relations, belonging to the edge segment equivalence classes of F, together with the occasional 
reflection relations, give us the presentation of G mentioned. The author's intention, to give a so-called 
minimal geometric presentation for each space group, has been realized in most cases, sometimes only 
by concave topological polyhedra [2-4]. In this paper we shall determine such a polyhedra with minimal 
number of (curved) faces, presenting minimally those 38 space groups which have a semi-direct 
decomposition G = G~ o C2. Here C 2 is an invariant Coxeter subgroup generated by plane reflections and 
G t is a so-called rod group leaving the fundamental domain of C~ and a straight line invariant [5]. This 
geometric presentation illustrated by figures can give us all the essential information on the structure of 
each space group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To make clear the intention indicated in the abstract, let us consider the space group G = R3m 
from the International Tables [6] as a typical example. Then the rod group G~ = P31 (11) is generated 
by a 31 screw rotation [5], the Coxeter group C2 -p3ml  is generated by plane reflections in the 
side planes of a regular trigonal prisma and hence (?2 is isomorphic to the plane crystallographic 
group p3ml. Combining these aspects, we get a presentation 
160.R3m = [m, s - 1 = m 2 = s-3ms3m = (s-lmsm)3], 
belonging to a concave topological polyhedron F (Fig. 1). This fundamental domain F has only 
three side faces along which F joins the neighbouring fundamental domains in the corresponding 
space tiling. The face f,, = OECA corresponds to the plane reflection m: fm --*fro. The curved faces 
fs-, = AOEt C(B) andfs = OE1CE(D) are identified by the 31 screw rotation s:fs-,--*f~ with screw 
rotation angle 2n/3. 
The graph of F, as a topological stereographic projection (Schlegel diagram), also help us to 
imagine the solid F, later on the f ' s  will be omitted from the side-face symbols. The presentation 
is minimal, i.e. F has the minimum number of faces, moreover, the segment classes of G-equivalence, 
induced by identifications, erve the minimum number of defining relations. The segments may 
divide the geometric edges of F into parts which have not G-equivalent inner points anymore. A 
segment lies on the boundary of exactly two faces in common, it has two end points the vertices 
of F. For a more detailed exposition we refer to the papers [2-4], where other space groups are 
discussed, too. 
How to get a cycle relation corresponding to a segment equivalence class? For example, consider 
the following scheme (Fig. 1): 
S- I  S - I  
(ce, L) ,(elc, L-,); (e,c,A) ,(oe,,f,_,); 
S -1  m 
(OE,,f~) , (AO,f,_,); (AO,f,,) ,(AO,f,,); 
s s 
(AO,f,_,) ,(OEt,f~); (OEl,f~-,) ,(E, C,f,); 
tThe first version of this paper was postered on the Xlll Congress of IUC 1984, Hamburg, Section 20.2 "Symmetry 
and its generalization (advances in space group theory)". 
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(E,C,L-,) ,(CE, L); (CE, f . )  ,(CE, f~); 
s - I  
(cg, L) , 
which belongs to the segment equivalence class --,-{AO, OE~,E]C,  CE}.  The metric (angle) 
conditions of F guarantee that the cycle relation s -3ms 3m = l holds. Geometrically this expresses 
that the G-images of F: 
F, F*, F : ,  F : ,  F ' : ,  F s-1~3, F ~-2"'3, F "-3":, F~-3"~3= F, 
surround the segment CE in the fundamental ti ing. That involves ms-3ms3 = I and--forming the 
inverse---s-3ms3m --- 1. Let us remark that cyclic arrangements 
ms-3ms 3 = sms-3ms 2 = • • • = s -2ms3ms- I  = l 
lead to equivalent relations. The form s -3ms3 = m says that the translation s 3 maps the plane of 
reflection m onto itself. The relation (s - ~ msm)3 = 1 expresses that the plane of the reflection s - ~ ms, 
which is obtained from the plane OECA by screw rotation s, has an angle n/3 with OECA.  This 
relation is corresponded to the segment class :~{OE,  AC}.  
2. RESULTS 
All the minimal geometric presentations are described in the figures where the following 
notations are used for the isometric transformations: 
p--translation 
r--rotation (including half turn) 
s--screw rotation 
/--the identity map 
m--plane reflection 
c--glide reflection 
z--rotatory reflection (including central inversion). 
Occasionally indices and primes (') occur. Lines of the same type refer to G-equivalent segments. 
On the contrary to symbols used in the International Tables we apply dots of various kind for 
G-equivalent points. Data of the space groups are in accordance with Ref. [6], sometimes other 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Crystallographic groups by fundamental polyhedra 519 
Fig. 41. The minimally presenting fundamental domains, 
neighbouring along a face in th fundamental space tiling of 
the space group 186. P6/me, shall be oppositely oriented (as 
in a mirror), because the generating reflections m0, m~ a d 
glide reflection c are orientation reversing isometrics ( ee 
also Fig. 40). 
Fig. 42. The glide reflection c generates the ro~ group 
G~ = Pl(lc), since c 2 =p is a translation by vector OE 3. The 
images of domain F under this rod group tile a regular 
trigonal prisma which is the fundamental domain of the 
Coxeter group C2~ p3ml. So we have the semi-direct 
decomposition P63me = PI(lc)o p3ml as indicated in the 
abstract and introduction. 
Fig. 43. The lower domain F on the right is mapped first by 
glide reflection c, then this image F¢ is reflected by m 0. So 
weget the left upper domain denoted by F c'~ as the image 
of F under a (half) screw motion s which is just the product 
m o = s .  The first and the last domains have the same 
orientation, indeed, s is orientation preserving isometry. 
3. D ISCUSSION 
There are four crystallographic Coxeter groups in the Euclidean plane: 0ram, p4m, p3ml, p6m 
which are generated by line-reflections. Let us consider any group of them. Placing mirror planes 
in the reflection lines perpendicularly to the base plane, we get an isomorphic group C2 acting in 
the space and generated by plane reflections in the side planes of a corresponding prisma which 
is the fundamental  domain uniquely determined for C2. Let us consider such a prisma and form 
a discrete transformation group G~ leaving the prisma and hence a straight line invariant. We may 
assume that this rod group G 1 contains no more plane reflections. So we form the semi-direct 
product G = G1 o C2 which is one of the space groups listed above. That means, each element g
of G can uniquely be written in the form 
g=gt 'c2  with g leG l  and c2~C2. 
C.A.M.W.A. 16/5-~--L 
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The elements of Gm permute and translate the side planes of the pr ism considered. So we can 
choose G~ from among the possible rod groups [5] and also select a minimal system of its 
generators. 
Then we assign a minimal part from the surface of the prisma without superfluous segments and 
vertices. It can be soleed as a problem for a plane crystallographic group. For instance the 
parallelogram OECA in Fig. 1 realizes such a minimal domain for the prisma of R3m. OECA is 
a minimal fundamental domain for the plane group pm whose action on the plane of OECA is 
the same as that of R3m. 
Despite this simple program some difficulties might as well occur. They are referred by the 
following interesting phenomena. For the space group P31m in Figs 2 and 3 we present wo 
fundamental domains concurring for minimality. The concave domain F~ has four side faces only, 
but the length of its relation system is bigger than that of the trigonal prisma F~ with five faces. 
For the space group Rim we have two minimal domains F~ and F2 differing in the segment system 
only. We prefer the domain F~ as minimally presenting the space group R~kn, because the maximal 
length of its defining relations is less than that of F2 (the maximal segment class has less segments). 
Wyckofl" positions and other information can also be seen in the presentations. I made some 
models of these polyhedra, a lot of them are very attractive for teaching crystallographic groups 
at the university as well. I could apply the method for describing discontinuous transformation 
group in the Bolyai-Lobachevskyan hyperbolic space, too [7]. The topological aspects of the topic 
deserve further investigations. 
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